Admin, PIO & PECI Accomplishments

a.) Command Conference

On January 26, 2016 at about 9:00AM, all personnel of this Office convened for a Command Conference at this Office's Conference Hall. Reports on Last Year's Accomplishments were presented by Division Heads while administrative reminders were distributed. The above signed also proudly commended the men and women of this Office for besting other Regions last year. In celebration of the outstanding performance of the personnel, a thanksgiving lunch was offered thru a “boodle fight”.

b.) Team Building and Thanksgiving
Exceeding accomplishments of this Office would not have been possible without the smooth cooperation and cohesion of its personnel. Proving to be one of the most effective Office, yet stress and the hassles of the job can take its toll on its members. So on January 29, 2016 majority of the members proceeded to Kaykayo Resort, Bauang La Union for a Team Building and Thanksgiving Activity. The program was formally opened by a prayer and was followed suit by the welcome address of Agent Seymoure Sanchez and message from the above signed.

The Team Building program included the “Trust Fall” and “Circle of Life” which analyses the trust issues and cooperative issues of each individual and as a group. Destressing for the personnel was also emphasized as they enjoyed exclusive use of the resorts amenities. A hearty lunch was served and socials ended the day.

c.) Sitio Caloocan Basketball Tournament

Maintaining a good healthy lifestyle and community relations, this Office joined Sitio Caloocan Basketball Tournament at SudipenLa Union. The open contest is adjoined by teams from all over the Ilocos and La Union Province sponsored by various Local Government Units and Private Institutions. Agent Darnel Bacate, serves as the Team Captain and is backed by 12 of this Office’s basketball hoopers.

Currently the PDEA Enforcers Team holds a 2 win status and future games would ensue for the whole month of February.
d.) Month of Hearts Celebration

In celebration of Valentine’s Day and the Love month, personnel decorated the Regional Office for clients and co-workers aesthetic appreciation. Messages of care and appreciation were also distributed.
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e.) PDEA Wall Repainting

In order to preserve the Murals that were diligently done by various schools last December 2015, this Office applied clear coating to the painted walls. In addition the security gates and perimeter were also repainted for a more presentable workplace for both employees and clientele.
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f.) Gardening and Beautification

Gardening has been proven to be one great stress relievers, initiated by our Chemist Jankel Pahuyo she started planting several ornamental...
plants on this Office’s frontage gaining much admiration from her workmates and prompting them to join her in her project.

**g.) “NatatangingPaglilingkod and NatatangingTagumpay” Awards**

Recognizing the efforts and sacrifices of this Office’s personnel the National Headquarters awarded the “NatatangingPaglilingkod and NatatangingTagumpay” plaques. The ceremony at the NHQ was duly attended by the above signed last March 14, 2016.

**h.) Home for the girls lecture.**

On March 31, 2016 PECIS Officer Jayralyn Siddayao and Marvin Pulido proceeded to Home for the Girls, Agoo La Union to conduct a Seminar on Drug Awareness Prevention that catered children of 7-17 years old who are disadvantaged, oppressed, abused or those who are in adverse circumstances. The seminar focused on the ill effects of Dangerous Drugs and Avoiding Abusive Habits. Interactive games and action songs were also presented to help the
children restore their social functioning before they are mainstreamed into the society. Furthermore, a short lecture on Drug-Free Workplace was given to the staff of the Home. The seminar is annually conducted to the residential care facility to be able to educate the residents and staff to raise their awareness on the dreadful ill effects of dangerous drugs.

i.) San Juan La Union BADAC Seminar

On April 7, 2016 PECIS Officers Jayralyn Siddayao and Jerald Arellano together with Agent Karen May Benmaso and Mr. Dindo Ropia headed to Ili Sur Barangay Hall, San Juan Luna, La Union to serve as Guest Lecturers of the BADAC Seminar. With the BADAC members and Barangay Officials as participants, Ms. Siddayao tackled the following topics: Ill Effects of Dangerous Drugs, Harmful Effects of Using Dangerous Drugs in the Community, Reasons why People turn to Drugs, Government Strategy in Campaign Against Illegal Drugs and Organization and Functions of BADAC. Mr. Arellano, on the otherhand, focused on Drug Trafficking and the Salient Provisions of RA 9165. Lectures were subsequently followed by an Open Forum where queries on Operational Matters and Operation Private Eye were raised and intelligently answered.4. The seminar is conducted in collaboration with the Philippine National Police through their Police Community Affairs and Development Course to empower the Barangay Officials and BADAC members of Ili Sur, San Juan Barangay in their planning, strategizing, implementation and evaluation of programs and projects on drug abuse prevention in the barangay.

j.) Annual Pammdayaw Awarding Ceremonies
As one of the activities of the upcoming 5th ISEM Festival and 67th Foundation Anniversary of Santol La Union, the “Annual Pammadayaw Awarding Ceremonies” concluded last April 30, 2016 at the All Christians Pavilion and Retreat Center, Santol La Union. Atty. Marvin O.Tavares officially represented this Office and honorably received the Mayor’s Award for this Office’s conduct of massive information dissemination to the different barangays of the municipality towards the attainment of the goals and objectives of OPLAN PAGBABAGO during the 9 year term of Mayor Daisy Sayangda Arellano.

k.) Search and Seizure of Urdaneta City Jail-Male and female dormitories on April 5, 2016 at 9:00 AM, elements of this office led by SO2 Anabel Cabarles, Chief Intel Section together with the elements of BJMP Region 1 led by BJMP SInsp Condralyn T. Alfonso, Chief Regional Operations Division conducted a search and seizure at the Dagupan City Jail Male and Female dormitories, Brgy. AnonasUrdaneta City. No illegal drugs or paraphernalia was found during the search.

I.) BRIGADA ESKWELA 2016-
Supporting the Department of Education’s programs this Office joined the nationwide “BRIGADA ESKWELA” program. On the morning of May 30, 2016 Atty. Marvin Tavares, Chief Admin headed a 18 manned team which proceeded to Masupe Elementary School, MasupeBalaoan, La Union for the annual BrigadEskwela. Minor repairs to the schools property were done as well as massive clean-up on the grounds were done in preparation for the upcoming school months.

m.)llocos Sur MOU NADPA-
On May 27, 2016, Agent Dexter Regaspi of this Office proceeded to the Liga ng Mga Barangay Office, Vigan City Hall, Vigan City Ilocos Sur to represent this Office in the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding. The MOU is in accordance with the National Anti-Drug Program of Action of the DDB. Representatives from the DILG Ilocos, DepEd Ilocos, Liga ng mga Barangay and PNP Vigan City attended the said signing.

n.) 3rd Foundation Day of the Citizen Anti- Felony Special Support Group (CAFSG)-

On May 25, 2016, PECIS Officers Jayralyn Y. Siddayao and Jerald B. Arellano together with Marvin Pulido, Mark Exevea and Roderick Asencio proceeded to Villa Carolina Resort, Palina East, Urdaneta City, Pangasinan to attend the 3rd Foundation Day of the Citizen Anti- Felony Special Support Group (CAFSG) and to provide lectures on Anti Illegal Drug. Mr. Arellano tackled the Ill Effects of Prohibited Drugs and Salient Provisions of RA 9165, Ms. Siddayao lectured on the Drug Trafficking and Smuggling including Drug- Free Workplace. Moreover, personnel of Urdaneta City Police Station led by PINSP RIA F TACDERAN PCR/WCPD Officer together with PO3 Julius F. Quitaleg, PO3 Wendell M. De Vera PCR Personnel conducted lecture on Barangay Intelligence Network.

o.) PDEA RO1’s Agency Anniversary Celebration-
On June 29, 2016 Personnel of this Office celebrated the Agency’s Anniversary through an Interpersonnel Shootfest conducted at Philippine Airforce, Wallace Airbase Poro Point, San Fernando City, La Union. The whole-day activity concluded with a Short program and a happy hour held at the Regional Office. Dir Alvariño, in his speech, reiterated that the problem on illegal drugs is an issue that needs to be resolved concertedly by everyone including the community and with total commitment.

p.) IDADAIT Blood Donation- As an activity related to the International Day Against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking (IDADAIT), four of this Office’s personnel volunteered to donate blood for a 15 year old male afflicted with leukemia. Agent Dexter Asayco together with Bismarck L. Bengwayan, Felimon Allan & Harold Lising proceeded to the Baguio General Hospital, Baguio City last June 25, 2016 for the said donation. The boy who resides at Pugo La Union together with his parents expressed their gratitude to the four and wished them blessings for what the good deed they have done.

q.) National Simultaneous Earthquake Drill &Camp Defense Exercise-
the Camp Defense Exercise was also initiated testing the preparedness of this Office in case of an attack by enemy forces.

r.) Seminar on RA 9165 for Civil Society Organization- On June 9-10, 2016 a team led by Chief, PECIS Bismarck Bengwayan proceeded to Azalea Residences, Baguio City to participate in the seminar conducted by Department of the Interior and Local Government Regional Office 1. Mr. Bismarck L. Bengwayan lectured the Basic Concepts of Drug Abuse such as the Ill Effects of Illegal Drugs and Drug Trafficking and Smuggling. Atty. Allan D. Ancheta, on the other hand tackled the Salient Provisions of Republic Act 9165 and the Roles of the Community in the Anti- Illegal Drug Campaign. Both Mr. Bengwayan and Atty. Ancheta addressed queries from the participants after their respective lectures.

s.) Brgy. Raois Tree Planting- On June 17, 2016 a team led by Agent Dexter Regaspi proceeded to Barangay Raois, Vigan City, Ilocos Sur to participate in the Tree Planting Activity conducted by the Local Government of Vigan City. The environmental advocacy program was initiated by Vigan City Councilor Constante Benzon and was adjoined by BJMP Vigan City, Vigan City PS and BFP Vigan City.
February 1 and 2, PECI team composed of Bismarck L. Bengwayan, Jerald Arellano, Harold Lising, Agent Karen Benmaso and Dindo Ropia proceeded to the Thunderbird Resorts and Casino, Poro Point SFCLU, to conduct a two day seminar on Illegal Drugs. This is in part of the Resort’s Drug Free Workplace Program in compliance with RA 9165. A total of four lecture sessions covering topics on Salient Provisions of RA 9165, Ill Effects of Illegal Drugs, Drug Trafficking and Smuggling, Avoiding Abusive Habits and a Drug Free Workplace were concluded successfully covering the 95 strong personnel of the Resort.

u.) Pugo Catholic School Lecture- On March 8, 2016 PECI team composed
of Bismarck L. Bengwayan, Jayralyn Siddayao, Agent Karen Benmaso and Marvin Pulido proceeded to Pugo National High School, Pugo La Union to conduct a lecture on the Ill Effects of Illegal Drugs, RA 9165, Drug Couriers and Avoiding Abusive Habits. The 400 strong students together with their teachers were officially addressed by the Chief of Police of Pugo and the head of the Parents Teacher Association.